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Following our well received overview
of the Practice Management System
marketplace, we set out to undertake
a similar appraisal of the Managed
Service Providers (MSPs) who provide
IT services to law firms.
It soon became clear this is a far more
challenging project, which has the
potential to garner a range of responses
from the MSP vendors, some of which
may not be positive.
Let me elaborate on those challenges.

Market make-up
The make-up of the MSP vendor
sector is very similar to that of the law
firm sector. Firms operating in this
area range in size from thousands
of employees and millions, if not
billions in turnover, to small sole trader
operations.
Law firms engage throughout this
range. We have worked with firms
who use those gigantic international
providers; and also good-sized
regional law firms who are reliant on
extremely small MSPs with one or two
employees.
Global beasts – These are massive
global players who are only really
interested in working with other
massive global organisations or who
offer limited, specialist services to
other clients. The challenge with
dealing with firms like this is that
unless you are a significant player, the
investment you’re making with them
will be a drop in the ocean compared
with their normal client base. It is
therefore extremely hard on occasion
to get the focus you require.
How valuable you are as a client to the
MSP may influence the level of service
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you receive, your ability to change
the service and derive value from it,
as well as your ‘bargaining power’ in
negotiations.
Global MSPs will be able to offer a
variety of product and service options
and will often be market leaders
rather than followers, providing
opportunities for their clients to make
use of leading - sometimes ‘bleeding
edge’ technology and to be disruptive
with their own strategy.
Regional heavyweights – This type
of provider looks to support other
‘regional’ firms of a similar size and
turnover to them. They normally
target firms with between 25 to 400
staff which makes law firms extremely
interesting for them. Providers like this
tend to have a couple of clients who
in truth have outgrown them, with
the majority of clients in their target
market, but including several smaller
firms who they expect to grow.
When initially set up most of
their clients would have been
geographically close to their office,
however over the last 10 years or so
geographic location has had less
impact on their client base.
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MSPs of this size tend to have the
investment capability to provide
dedicated infrastructure and a wide
range of expertise; and yet they may
not be in a position to continuously
refresh at the pace of technological
change. There may therefore be a
narrowing of products and service
options in line with their strategy.
They are often resellers of other
services but will have in-house
expertise to manage the services as
packaged products.
Local players - The smaller MSPs
would say they offer a more personal
approach than the regional or global
providers; and to a large extent
this is probably correct as end-user
satisfaction seems to be higher and
the firms provide a gold service to a
small client base. However, at this level
they may be experts in one niche but
lack the depth to offer a full service at
the same quality.
The more face-to-face nature of
service delivery tends to dictate that
their client base is within the same
geographic location.
Local MSPs have far less investment
capacity and have a tendency to be
resellers of products and services,
relying on their supplier for expertise.
This can add layers of cost and
complexity.

Mergers and Acquisitions
Just like law firms the MSP
marketplace is a hot space for mergers
and acquisitions. The motivation for
these transactions is actually very
similar to the motivations of law
firms. ‘Regional heavyweights’ are
continually driven to grow but often
have reached market saturation of
the local geographic area, services
provided or to the ability of the
management team.
In this space there are also similar
conversations about the struggle to
provide the breadth of service that
clients require, the hours of support
required and the struggle to attract
and retain knowledge workers.
Therefore, scalability is a key factor
which drives this strategy.
The final element which links the
‘Regional heavyweights’ and ‘Local
players’ to the law firm metaphor
is that the businesses are normally
owner managed and at some point
the owner wishes to exit and receive
value for what they have built.
‘Global beasts’ are often owned by
venture capitalists (VCs) or listed on
stock markets. It is therefore very
rare that such firms are in private
ownership. These firms therefore must
show investors continued growth
and therefore seem to be always on
the lookout for emerging ‘Regional
heavyweights’ to add to their turnover
and headcount.
Ironically it is often a sign of a supplier
which is struggling to retain clients
and provide good service that they
must purchase competitive firms or
additional services to give the growth
the VC demands.
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Focus & Services
There are in truth very few MSPs who
operate solely in the legal sector.
Historically most MSPs operate in
several sectors but there are a few who
would have a high number of law firm
clients supplemented by other sectors
or general business.
There are several MSPs who due to
quirks of fate and being in the right
place at the right time, gained a lot of
traction in the legal sector 10 years or
so ago when the move to commodity
cloud solutions or outsourced IT
hosting or support became prevalent in
the sector.
Due to this some well-known MSPs
gained their foothold in the legal sector
by creating a particular service (such
as hosted desktop, backup as a service
or infrastructures service). As with a lot
of legal IT, when a few well-known law
firms started using such services a lot
of the market followed.
It is also the case that some MSPs have
created platforms or services which
they think are ideal for all of their client
base regardless of size and can at times
be overly focused on selling what they
have rather than a solution that their
clients need.
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In simple terms an MSP will typically
offer:◆ Hosting services
◆ Infrastructure as a service
◆ Backup as a service
◆ Hosted desktop
◆ First-line support
◆ Second and third-line support
◆ On-site support
In recent years, some MSPs that
provide IT services into the legal sector
have undergone acquisition. This is
generally a good thing for clients,
unless they have moved away from one
supplier only to find their new supplier
acquired the very business they sought
to distance themselves from in the first
place.
We are also now seeing some MSPs
sharpening their vision and moving
towards solely operating in the legal or
professional services sector.
Some MSPs offer extended services
such as telephony, printing or specific
consultancy. We are also seeing
companies known for other services
such as telephony and photocopying,
which are struggling as their services
have become commodities or suffered
a vast reduction of utilisation, either
merging with MSPs or branching out to
offer MSP style services.
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Engagement Types
The individual approach of a law
firm towards how it engages with
MSPs is very much driven by the
firm’s internal competency and scale.
For example, a large law firm (250
plus staff), is likely to have internal
technical resources who enhance
their capability by tactically engaging
with third-party suppliers. These
‘informed buyers’ will tactically
consume different services from
different MSPs, selecting which MSP
is best for each particular service
required.
Smaller firms are more likely not
to have technical internal staff but
perhaps have someone who liaises
with a fully outsourced arrangement.
These firms are more likely to have
a one partner/single source supplier
approach and to look for a partner
who can provide all the solutions they
require in IT.
Equally, just like law firms, sometimes
MSPs get well known for one
particular service such as backup
as a service but their customers do
not appreciate the full breadth of
the service and therefore assume
they need to go elsewhere. It is often
the case that for historical reasons
a law firm uses one MSP for backup
services and another for outsourced
support.

Whilst some law firms may choose
to build a relationship with a provider
that has clients across multiple
sectors, working with an MSP that has
a legal sector specialism will ensure
a degree of familiarity with legal
specific applications and law firm
challenges.
The approach taken by law firms in
this engagement is very much linked
to the individual firm’s IT maturity
capability.

Views & Experiences
What is amazing is the different
reputation the same MSP has across
different clients. The views and
reputation that the law firm client
holds of an MSP are very much
dictated by the services provided,
the strength and depth of personal
relationships and the history and
consistency of service delivery.
It is not uncommon for the
relationship between MSP and law
firm to change dramatically when key
personnel change. This is particularly
an issue where MSPs have changed
ownership or a key member of staff
who used to be able to address any
concerns raised is changed from the
account.
As a result of this and other factors
we are aware of MSPs who have a
glowing reputation in one firm but
are viewed as the devil incarnate at
another one.
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Market Summary
For the reasons detailed above it is
therefore extremely hard to undertake a
like-for-like analysis of the MSP market.
It will remain an area where the unique
requirements of each law firm will
determine the approach needed and
the best fitting suppliers.
There are, however, several patterns
which we have seen which tend to lead
to challenges with engaging with MSPs
and to drive law firms to consider their
relationship with them.
1. Poor service – This is a complaint we
hear just a bit too often not to call
out. It is all well and good to have
99.9% uptime but if something does
go wrong a high level of support
needs to be there. Furthermore, law
firms often have critical deadlines
such as court appointments and a
prompt service is absolutely critical.
2. Lack of supplier management –
Law firms often engage with an
MSP to outsource the ‘problem’ of
IT, however, it is very rare a problem
can be outsourced without the
firm taking an interest in how the
third-party is providing the service.
Very few law firms deploy supplier
management.
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3. Lack of or errors in strategic advice
– Once the initial contract is signed,
MSPs can default to focusing on
delivery of just that service, and not
becoming the proposed ‘trusted
partner’. Law firms expect to be
driven by their MSP to ensure that
their infrastructure is up-to-date and
future-proofed, but this is not always
delivered. When strategic change is
highlighted it is often at the eleventh
hour, leaving the law firm to make
short-term, knee-jerk decisions
about technology upgrades when
long-term planning was needed.
4. Always hunting for lunch – One
common (and mainly fair) accusation
which can be laid at the door of
MSPs is they are overly focused on
growth rather than supporting their
existing clients. This can be linked to
the growth aims of the firm. This is
particularly prevalent in firms which
are owned by VCs and have to keep
the VCs happy.
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6. The ‘Sales’ account manager
- Most MSPs still have account
managers who have a dual business
development role. This means they
are bonused no matter what they
sell, ergo it is no surprise that every
account management meeting
becomes focused on what they
can sell you next rather than on the
state of the relationship.
7. Selling what we have – Several
MSPs have built solutions (such as
private cloud platforms) and they
are looking to sell this solution to
all clients regardless of what the
clients’ particular needs may be.

8. Legal expertise – There are those
MSPs who claim to have deep
domain knowledge of the legal
industry and indeed have many
law firm clients. However, when it
comes down to it, they know little of
the applications that law firms use.
They know how to host them, but
do they know how they are used or
how the firm can achieve the best
from them?
9. Lack of investment - We are also
seeing general frustration with
those ‘early mover’ MSPs who
became well known and used in
the legal industry. There are several
who became overly focused on their
EBITDAR and overly leveraged their
equipment. Rather than re-invest
into data centres or services to
enhance service money was taken
out. This results in high numbers
of outages, general performance
problems and poor support.
10. Projects mean new contracts – It
is common to hear that an MSP
expects its client to sign-up to a
new long-term contract when
putting a new solution in place. In
reality, such projects could easily
be charged on a time and material
basis without the need for such
long-term ‘lock-in’.
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5. ‘The bungee boss’ (with thanks
to Scott Adams and Dilbert) - One
thing which really frustrates law
firm clients is the number of times
MSPs change the personnel on the
account and the lack of consistency
this brings. A new account
manager will come, promise the
world and then disappear. Often
this is due to the high staff rate
churn that MSPs suffer. Sadly, the IT
industry still suffers from salesman
selling things they are unable
to deliver and therefore change
firms on a frequent basis (cf. Sales
Account Manager below)
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MSPs can bite
A word of caution borne from
experience. Often when law firms get
to the point of renewal, they decide
to test the market by undertaking a
review of their supplier and getting
competitive proposals from other
MSPs.
Typically, when a firm does this it is
an indication they are not as happy
with their current arrangement as
they should be. In this scenario, the
incumbent MSP can behave like an
injured animal.
We have experienced MSPs who,
having lost a client in a fair and
transparent process, then proceeded to
behave in a wholly inappropriate and
unprofessional manner.

Examples include:
1. Threatening that they will
immediately remove services
(especially if they have people on
site).
2. Becoming basically awkward and
obstructive when dealing with the
newly incoming MSP, refusing to
share information and seeking
to charge extortionate costs for
engineering time during hand-over.
3. Looking to withhold data or charge
extortionate costs for data migration
4. ‘Complaining’ about the selection
process to other people in the
business, not recognising in any
way that their own poor historical
service delivery, poor proposal or
poor solutions prevented them from
retaining their client.
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Before undertaking any review
of your MSP arrangements, it is
essential to check your contractual
position with your existing supplier
to identify potential risks and
develop mitigation plans.
It is also important to consider this
scenario when entering into a new
MSP contract, ensuring that it refers
to a well-defined, agreed exit plan.
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Choosing an MSP
With such an abundance of suppliers and change in the technology landscape,
firms should perform full due diligence on shortlisted MSPs and we would always
recommend undertaking a formal selection process before choosing a provider
to host IT systems and/or provide IT support services. A formal selection process
should seek to identify all requirements using a MoSCoW style approach. This
would see requirements separated out into must have, should have and could have
requirements. Vendors can then clearly articulate how their solutions meet the
needs of the firm.
An area of particular importance is to check that shortlisted providers are
not seeking to be acquired or in acquisition discussions. An acquisition can
fundamentally change a business and as mentioned previously, could mean you are
being looked after by a provider you had previously discounted or moved away from.

Baskerville Drummond can assist with any aspect of the MSP relationship, from
developing core cloud strategies to running an end-to-end selection process to
managing and/or auditing the on-going client/provider relationship.
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